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INFOSTREAM, AN EBE COMPANY, ANNOUNCES THE LAUNCH OF ITS MANAGED
SERVICE ORGANIZATION TO PROVIDE TRANSPORTATION REGULATORY AND
COMPLIANCE SERVICES

New Company Will Manage Most Aspects of Regulatory Compliance Including Driver
Qualification Files, Drug and Alcohol Programs, DOT Physical Scheduling, Asset
Management and Risk Management Consulting
Austin, TX – EBE Technologies, the leader in transportation-specific workflow and business process
management applications, today announced that it is launching a new company, InfoStream. As a
managed service organization, InfoStream will provide management services for regulatory compliance to
companies governed by transportation regulations and compliance requirements. InfoStream is
leveraging EBE’s leading edge driver management technology solutions to ensure that both regulatory
compliance and company-specific needs are met. Through the use of web-based graphical dashboards
and mobility solutions, InfoStream will deliver the relevant and timely information to managers and drivers
to provide maximum visibility to ensure compliance, mitigate risk and reduce costs.

Service offerings will include managing driver qualification files (pre- and post-onboarding), managing
regulatory and company defined drug and alcohol programs, scheduling and monitoring DOT physicals,
maintaining vehicle files and scheduling preventive maintenance, as well as providing comprehensive
consulting services in areas such as DQ file audits, CSA reviews, mock audits and risk assessment.

Steve Wilhelms was named Executive Vice President and COO of InfoStream. Wilhelms, along with the
additional team leadership, offer more than 45 years of combined experience in risk, safety and
compliance. InfoStream’s management team brings an extensive list of industry-leading partners to
ensure that clients will not only receive excellent quality and service, but will be offered the most costeffective solution.
“Combined with EBE’s 45 years of providing innovative technology solutions, InfoStream is positioned to
offer a new standard of service, guidance and support to those companies requiring transportation related
compliance and safety results,” said Larry Kerr, President of EBE.

InfoStream manages all compliance needs with leading-edge technology solutions. The web-based
management dashboards provide safety personnel with real-time visibility to information that will ensure
fleet safety and compliance, including the management of the driver qualification process from the
application phase through post-hire. InfoStream’s dashboards provide two-way communication between
company management and InfoStream professionals, in which managers can request specific services,
reports and driver information directly through the dashboard. To connect with drivers, InfoStream utilizes
EBE’s Mobile Q fleet mobility solution and the driver portal to deliver timely notifications, allow drivers to
submit documents, and keep drivers informed.
“InfoStream’s mission is to provide companies with the guidance, service, and support necessary to
improve at-risk behaviors, reduce liability, and maintain a safe and compliant fleet. In my experience, I’ve
never seen an organization positioned so well to be able to combine the service, personnel and
technology that InfoStream will bring to the table,” said Steve Wilhelms.

About EBE Technologies, Inc.

EBE is the leading provider of Transportation Specific Content and Process Management Applications.
Serving over 600 clients, EBE has made a positive impact throughout organizations in the areas
recruiting, onboarding, safety, risk, training, mobile document capture, fleet maintenance, carrier
management and back office solutions including billing, settlements and accounts payable. EBE’s

workflow solutions allow its clients to work by exception to maximize productivity, control costs, and
increase profits across the Enterprise through the use of Automated Decision Support. EBE’s integrated
approach positions its clients to maximize their legacy system investments while extending the value of
EBE’s solution portfolio. For additional information, visit www.ebeships.com or call 1-800-447-0612.

About InfoStream.
InfoStream, an EBE company, combines EBE’s industry-leading technology and InfoStream’s unmatched
customer service to create a higher standard of compliance for companies governed by transportation
regulatory requirements. InfoStream’s service offerings span from pre- and post-hire driver qualification
file management, facilitating drug and alcohol pre-hire qualification and post-hire random testing,
scheduling and monitoring DOT physicals, maintaining and monitoring vehicle files and inspections and
performing risk management consultation. InfoStream’s guidance, service and support will provide its
clients the ability to focus on what's important: improving at-risk behaviors, reducing your company's
liability and maintaining the safest fleet possible. With headquarters in East Moline, IL, and satellite
offices nationwide, InfoStream services clients throughout the United States and Canada. For additional
information, visit www.infostreamonline.com or call 1-833-255-5046.

